Introduction
Some of the questions posed by Baker, Gill, and Solovay [lJ are here answered. The principal result is that there exists a recursive oracle for which the relativized polynomial hierarchy exists through the second level; that is, there is a recursive set B such tha~r ;,B 1 n;,B. It follows that r;,B~r;,B Stockmeyer [3] has defined a polynomial-bounded analog of the Kleene arithmetic hierarchy [2J, called the polynomial hierarchy. This "hierarchy" is a potentially useful tool for the classification of concrete computational problems. However, it is an open question wheth-P P In fact [3] , 1."f er E k + l properly includes E k . P NP, then E: rr: P, for all i > 0 .
Thwarted by~he di~ficulty of proving E~# n: , 1 . 1. we turn our attention here to the polynomial hierarchy relativized to oracles. In Baker, Gill, and Solovay [1] , several questions and remarks are made (attributed to A. Meyer) about suchrelativizations. It is asked there whether there is an oracle X such that It is asked in particular, whether there is an oracle X such that EP,X # rrP'X Also, [1] contains a rather 2 2 . complex construction of an oracle E such that EP,E # EP,E and EP,E EP,E n rrP,E , which yields 0
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For any oracle A , the polynomial hierarchy relativized to A has the property
For the nonrelativized hierarchy it is not known whether any of the inclusions are proper. Except as previously noted (cf. [1] ), neither is it known whether there exist oracles A for which the inclusions are proper.
We will make use of the following known classification of the classes E:,A, k~1 . 
The constructions
For any set A, define (2) .
• Similarly, it is easy to generalize to LCn)(A) so that L(n)(A) belong to LP,A.
n The following construction is subsumed in part by the construction to be given in the proof of Theorem 3.
Theorem' 2. There e'xists a recursive oracle A such that L(2}(A) does not belong to E~,A u n~,A.
It follows that
In particular, note that
• The proof is straightforward. For example~to see that (1) 
We will use the notation of [1] . We assUme an effective enumeration of all polynomial time-bounded deterministic (nondeterministic) query machines Pi (NP i ) with associated polynomial run times Pi' so that; for any input of length n and oracle X , Pi (n) is an upper bound to the length of the computation of Pi. Proof. The set A will be constructed in stages.
Stages i = 2j will make A satisfy L (2) i+l -that no string of length 21xil will be added to or deleted from A at a later stage and so that no string queried by NP j on input xi will be added to or de- oracle A( i) , then we treat two cas.es..
( finite) ( 2) rrP,A :;: rrP,A k k+l
Thus~the relativized polynomial hierarchy for any oracle (as well as the polynomial hierarchy, nonrelativized) must be of one of the forms given in figure 1. That is, no two "points" among TI i , Li' i~1 , may be equal to any of the rest, without the entire hierarc hy collapsing from that point upward. Conversely, if any two points can be shown to be distinct, the entire "ladder" must exist as distinct points from that level down. is not equivalent to
Using Lemma I , we want to construct a set that, for each polynomial q(n) and relation
The construction can be accomplished if, for each polynomial q(n) and relation RB(x,y,z) in PCB) to be diagonalized over, it is not the case that (a) is equivalent tb (B) for each oracle B (i.e., each extension of the finite part of B thus far defined in an actual proof.). Thus, rather than present the entire construction, we will prove instead the following Lemma 2.
Lemma 2. There exists no relation RB(x,y,z) computable by a query machine with oracle B in polynomial time and no polynomial q(n) such that for every oracle B , (a) is-equivalent to (B).
Given a value for x, there are about 2 q (l x l) different instantiations for the negation of (a), whereas instantiation of the negation of (B) can be Ixl (2 Ixl ) done in ( 2 ) different ways, leaving room to negate (8) withou~negating (a). This method differs from the techniques in previous proofs in that here we will require the cardinality of the total number of instantiations, whereas previously the cardinality of individual instantiations was the only such information used. At the level of E 2 and rr 2 individual instantiations of both types of formulae and their negations are all of the same' cardinality, so that the earlier technique is no longer adequate.
We will work with two polynomials p and r that are related to q and to the running time of M. Namely, let p be a polynomial such that the number of trings y for which Iyl~q(lxl) is 2PClxl) , and l e t r be a~olynomial such that, for all y and z for which Iyl~qClxl) and Izi~qClx l ) , M on input <x,y,z> is time bounded by r(lx ) . Now, choose Proof (of Lemma 2). Assume.that the statement to be proved is false. Let M be a deterministic polynomial time query machine and, for each oracle X , let RX(x,y,z) be the relation recognized by M (on the encoded inputs <x,y,z». Let q(n) be a polynomial, and suppose, for this choice of Rand q, that (a) and (B) are equivalent for all oracles. We will derive a contradiction.
x. This completes the construction. It should be clear that the resultant set A has the properties desired. In addition, it is easy to imbed any of the constructions of [lJ into Theorem 2. For example, we have the following corollary. Note thqt if Q is any set whose cardinality is less than 2 1xl , then D-Q must include some cr.
Thus, x € L(2)(D_Q) , so by the assumption that (a) is equivalent to (8) for all oracles, we have
x sufficiently large so that both p( Ixl) < 2 1xl /2 and r( Ixl) < 2 1xl /2 .
As before, define Q' " = {uvl lui = Ivi} , for each u such that lui = Ixl . Recall that x € L(2)(A)
Let S . , J = I, ... , ( 2 ) , be the collec-J tion of all "sample" sets consisting of exactly one point from each u. 
